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Underneath the Earth's surface lie tectonic plates. These plates move and shift over time.
Sometimes they slide under one another or push up against each other, creating enormous
stress. When they move again, they cause an earthquake.Interesting facts about earthquakes
Earthquake Facts. Check out our interesting earthquake facts for kids. Find a range of
information that will teach you what.Earthquakes are formed along fault lines. This is an area
of stress in the Earth. At fault lines the rocks are sliding past each other and will eventually
cause a crack in the Earth's surface.Earthquakes happen when two large pieces of the Earth's
crust suddenly slip. This causes shock waves to shake the surface of the Earth in the form of
an earthquake. Earthquakes usually occur on the edges of large sections of the Earth's crust
called tectonic plates. These plates slowly move over a long period of time.Information about
earthquakes from the DK Find Out website for kids. Improve your knowledge on earthquakes
with facts and learn more with DK Find Out.Weather Wiz Kids is a fun and safe website for
kids about all the weather info ( Earthquakes are not associated with weather, but instead are
natural disasters.).1 May - 10 min - Uploaded by Mr. DeMaio A fun filled science lesson for
kids all about earthquakes. Learn what causes an earthquake as.Visit this site for fast, fun Facts
on Earthquakes for kids. Discover fascinating information with Facts on Earthquakes for kids.
Facts on Earthquakes for kids.USGS Earthquake Hazards Program, responsible for
monitoring, reporting, and researching earthquakes and Earthquakes for Kids Cool Earthquake
Facts.Get the facts on earthquakes and learn what causes them.Hey, what's shakin'? Everything
is, in Earthquakes. For kids who want to know everything about these powerful and
unpredictable upheavals, this issue has it all.Earthquakes will literally rock the world and they
can cause loads of damage. Here we take a look at everything you need to know about
earthquakes, to get that.Learn more about what an earthquake is and what causes earthquakes.
Read about the deadliest and strongest earthquakes to have hit the planet and
where.Earthquakes occur naturally along fault lines when too much energy from the earth
causes tectonic plates to slide along each All about earthquakes for kids.Earthquakes are the
deadliest of all natural disasters. Most deaths are caused by collapsing buildings or
fires.Earthquakes are the shaking of earth's crust that happens when two plates move
Earthquake Safety: mydietdigest.comThese earthquake facts explain how and why earthquakes
occur. Crustal plates moving apart, smashing together or slipping past each other cause
earthquakes .Interesting information, fascinating facts, did-you-knows, photos and videos
about earthquakes to support primary school geography.
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